Let I = (X, {Ri)fSi,,) and Z' = (X', {R;}$,) be two association schemes defined on the same set X. We say that &' is a subscheme of Z if each relation RI is a union of some R,. The subscheme lattice of the Johnson scheme r(n, m) is studied. We prove that it is trivial for ms3n +4213.
ASSOCIATION SCHEMES AND THEIR SUBSCHEMES
This section contains the basic definitions and properties of association schemes [2] .
Let %'= (X, {Ri}&) b e a symmetric association scheme (or simply scheme) with d classes defined on finite set X or cardinality V. We refer to [2] for the general theory of association schemes. If d = 1 then the scheme %' will be called trivial.
Let Ai be the adjacency matrix with respect to the relation Ri. The Bose-Mesner algebra d = (A,, AI, . . . , Ad) is a semisimple commutative algebra (over C) of dimension d + 1. It has a unique set of primitive idempotents E0 = (l/v).!, E, , _ . . , Ed (here, J is the matrix the entries of which are all 1). We shall say that A,,, . . . , Ad and EO, . . ,, , Ed are first and second bases of A = (A,, . . . , Ad). Let P = (e(j) ) and Q = VP-' = (Qi(j)), i, j = 0, d be the first and second eigenmatrices of the scheme Z?.
The following orthogonality conditions hold [2]:
S(j)/vi = Qj,(i)f/+r i, j = 0, 1 I . . . 9 4
(1)
where Vi = e(O) and, pj = Qj(O). %" is a subscheme of Z if its Bose-Mesner algebra is contained in the Bose-Mesner algebra of 1. Let us denote by {A& A& . . . , AL.} and {E& E& . . . , EL.}, the first and second bases of the Bose-Mesner algebra of the subscheme Z'. Then each matrix Af (dually Ef) is a (0, 1)-linear combination of Ai (resp. EJ So we have two partitions t= {T,= (O}, T,, . . . ) Tdf} and n = {K&, = {O}, I7, , . . . , II, , } of the index set (0, 1,. . . , d} such that
It is clear that any subscheme of the scheme S!? is uniquely determined by either of these two partitions.
The following lemma was independently proved in [l] and [8] . We omit the proof because it is very simple. PROOF. We shall consider the direct case only, because the dual one has the analogous proof.
Let X' =(X, {R,!}$) be a non-trivial subscheme, let &' = (AI):& be its BoseMesner algebra, and let t and n be two partitions of the set (0, 1, . . . , d} associated with 8!?'. Since 2"' is non-trivial, then there exists T E t such that 0, m $ T. Let J7 be a set from partition n containing the index k. By definition, 0 $ fl. To prove our statement it is sufficient to show that 17= {k}.
Suppose that n contains another element s # 0, k. Then, by Lemma 1, we have
On the other hand, the assumption (3) gives CjeT~(k) >
CjsTe(s).
This is a contradiction. Hence, I7 = {k}. 0
THE JOHNSON SCHEME AND ITS SUBSCHEMES
Let M be a finite set of cardinality m. For any integer n, 1 s n G m/2, we define the set (";;) = {NE M 1 [NJ = n}. The Johnson distance p(N,, N2) between two subsets N,, N2 E (y) is defined by formula p(N,, N,) = n -IN, rl IV21 [2] . It is well known that the family of relations Ri = {(N,, NJ 1 p(iV,, iV2) = i} forms an association scheme, which is called the Johnson scheme [2] . We shall denote it by J(n, m).
The enumeration problem of subschemes of the Johnson scheme was first considered in [4] . It was proved in that paper that there is a function d(n) such that Johnson scheme J(n, m) with m 2 d(n) does not contain non-trivial subschemes. The authors used this result to prove the asymptotic maximality of permutation group (S(M), (t)) either in symmetric or alternating groups of degree Cz. The complete list of (S(M), (y)) supergroups was obtained in [9] . One can use this result for the construction of non-trivial subschemes of the Johnson scheme. However, this list of subschemes will not be complete. The non-trivial subschemes of J(n, m) are known only for the following set R of pairs (n, m): R -{(n, 2n) ) n EN} U {(n, 2n + 1) ( n EN} U ((3, lo), (4, 11) (4, 12), (6, 13)).
All sporadic examples of non-trivial subschemes were discovered by M. H. Klin, using manual and computer calculations [6] . He also proved in [5] that the existence of a non-trivial subscheme in J(n, m) implies (n, m) E R for pairs (n, m) satisfying either The key lemma for the proof of this theorem is as follows:
LEMMA 2. For any pair (j, i), 0 <j < n, 1 < i s n, and m 3 3n + 4 2 13 it holds that Qyrm( 1) > 1 Q;*"'(i)].
(5)
We shall prove inequality (5) in the next section, but now we will prove Theorem 1.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Let 92" = (X, {RI}&) be any subscheme of J(n, m). It follows from Corollary 1 and Lemma 2 that R, belongs to the set {R,!}?:;,. The scheme i(n, m) is P-polynomial, so the inclusion R, E {Rl}$, implies 2" = J(n, m). III
THE PROOF OF LEMMA 2
We shall prove inequality (5) by induction on n. This can be done due to the recursive formula 131: i=l , . . . , n -1, i =n, In particular, we have
Now we
Pyp"(n -1) m -3n + 2
write the sequence of inequalities to estimate IPy*"(n -l)l/v,(n, m).
IPF"(n -1)1< (i + l)(m -2n + 2) = (m -2n + 2)(m -n + 1)
Since 3 G i + 1~ n + 1 < (m -n + 1)/2, then CzAn+r 2 Ci_+, and, therefore,
The number n is greater or equal to 3, so This completes the proof of case (i).
(ii) The direct calculation gives us the equalities:
By the assumption i c n -1, therefore, each factor in the product np:i+, (1 -j/k) is strictly less than 1. So we can write the inequality:
Now we will prove that the right-hand part is less than or equal to PY*"(i)/vr(n, m):
n(m -n) =(l-~)(~-;)(l-(n-j)(;-n-j)).
Since i G n -1, then (n -i)(m -n -i) 3 m -2n + 1 > n + 3. Therefore
1-(n-j)(lr:-n-j)>1Hn:3'
To complete the proof it is sufficient to show that
Let us consider the difference
which is equal to j(2n+3-j)n-(n+l)(n+2) n(n + l)(n + 2)
.
Since j SE n -1, the last term is greater or equal to j (2n + 3 -(n -1))n -(n + l)(n + 2) = i n(n + l)(n + 2) (n-2) >0 n(n + l)(n +2).
This inequality completes the proof of case (ii).
(iii) One can easily calculate the numbers PT9"(l)/vi(n, m) by (4):
vi (n, m, n(m-n) .
Since [--mi + n(m -n)]/[n(m -n)] d ecreases when i increases, then it holds for each 2 G i <n.:
. [7 Now we are able to prove Lemma 2. It was mentioned above that we shall prove the inequality P;~"(j)/vi(n,
lsjsn -1 by induction on II. First we verify the inductive hypothesis for n = 3. But there is nothing to prove, because all the possible values of j in this case were considered in Proposition 1. Therefore, our hypothesis is valid for n = 3.
Let us now consider the general case. Due to Proposition 1 we may assume that 1 <j < n -1, 2 G i C n. So we can write Plsm(j) = Pl-'s"-*(j -1) -P;-;'*m-2(j -1) according to (6). Since m -2 > 3(n -1) + 4, then we can use the inductive hypothesis for estimating both of P;-'8"-2(j -1) and P~-;'9"-'(j -1):
v,(n-1,m-2)'~~_l(n-1,m-2)~rr,(n-1,m-2)* From these inequalities we obtain:
IPy*"(j)l < Vi(n -1, m -2) + Vi__l(?r -1, m -2) P;-'*"-*(j -1)
Therefore, our statement will be proved if we can show that t+(n -1, m -2) + v,_i(n -1, m -2) P;-I,"-'(j -1) ul(n, m)
1. m -2).
P;*"(j) C 1.
To do this, let us use (4), which gives the expressions:
v,(n -1, m -2) = Ci_,Ci-,-r, v,_,(n -1, m -2) = C~:',C~J,_.,, vi(n, m) = CiCf-,, vI(n -1, m -2) = (n -l)(m -n -l), vl(n, m) = n(m -n), p;-lsm-*(j -1) = (n -j)(m -n -j) -(j -l), P;,"(j) = (n -j)(m -n -j) -j.
After substitution of these expressions into the left-hand part of the above inequality, we obtain the following one: . 
